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In recent theoretical writing, the concept of intertextuality plays a significant role. Julia Kristeva's insight (inspired by Bakhtin) that, "every text builds itself as a mosaic of quotations, every text is absorption and transformation of another text" (1979:146) has inspired both an enrichment of "practical criticism" and descriptive poetics. In this paper, I would like to study the workings of intertextuality in a specific non-Western literary tradition, the midrash. Midrash is the way the Sages of the Talmudic Period (the first five centuries of the Christian Era) read the Bible, as well as the written evidence for that way of reading.2 Much of midrash presents itself in 3. Implied here is a solution to a general source of confusion about the notion of intertextuality. It has been claimed that what distinguishes "intertextuality" from the traditional study of "sources and influences" is the anonymity and generality of the former as 'discursive space," as opposed to the specificity and identifiability of the latter. Jonathan Culler (106) has raised this question. If this is true, then, as Culler claims, it becomes quite impossible, by definition, to study the intertexts of a specific text. The solution may be assayed by distinguishing differently between "sources and influences," which are a diachronic concept and 'intertexts," which are a synchronic concept and therefore may constitute a specific discursive space which makes a specific text intelligible. Now we may assume that, while the intertexts of a given text will often be unremembered consciously ("anonymous discursive practices, codes whose origins are lost"), there is no reason why there should not be other intertexts whose origins are not lost and discursive practices which "make possible the signifying practices of later texts' but are not anonymous. Accordingly, we can then proceed to study allusions and even quotations in literature as a synchronic semantic phenomenon, intertextuality, without thereby confusing it with the diachronic study of sources and influences. This is a different sort of distinction than the one usually made between allusion which is intentional and intertextuality which is not, cf. James Chandler (464-465). In my matrix, allusion and quotation, as well as the lost codes and anonymous discursive practices, are all species of one genus, as opposed to sources and influences. For a similar perspective see Ben-Porat (170) and passim. 4. This term is a particularly apt one for the fragments of earlier text out of which new ones are built, for it means in Latin (ex Greek) both a piece of stone used for making a mosaic as well as a small tablet with a password, establishing the right of a person to enter the Camp. Bloom uses the term in a somewhat different sense in his Map of Misradmg(1975:98 ff.). 5. Compare the following statement of Morawski: 'Quotation, therefore, lays bare the fundamental dilemma of every age-choosing between innovation and the duplication of canonized exemplars-and the way in which the past is consciously or unconsciously filtered* (691-692). The reason for using the concept of "intertextuality" and not just quotation is precisely that the former includes 'the way in which the past is unconsciously filtered," as part of the same structure as quotation and allusion. 
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Rusinko argues that the only conflict here is one of emphasis:
Though these "disruptive" factors are implicitly present also in the Russian conception of the method, they are subordinated to the positive, generative, and reconstructive features of subtext as preserver and renewer of culture and humanistic values (232).
Our study of midrash8 will bear out this perspective that explicit intertextuality can carry with it both "disruptive" and "reconstructive" features and I will argue that, with reference to midrash at least, this double movement of disruption and regeneration is precisely its raison d'etre.
It is not sufficient, however, to compare midrash to poetry; it must also be studied as a species of hermeneutic discourse. Here also, the function of quotations has been analyzed by contemporary theoreticians. One of the most useful analyses for the study of midrash is that of Stefan Morawski. In his taxonomy of functions of quotation in modern texts, he has described a particularly fascinating phenomenon which deserves separate analysis, namely the selection and interpolation of quotations in such a way that they make for a reinterpretation, for instance, of the philosophical 6. Prof. Itamar Even-Zohar informs me of the crucial work of Taranovsky and his students at Harvard. 7. Cf. also Peter Steiner, and see below. 8. Although I have been writing of 'midrash' as if it were a unitary phenomenon, it is, in fact, quite variegated. Midrashic texts were produced over a period of more than a thousand years, and therefore, show different rhetorical and hermeneutic styles. In my work, I am studying the earliest layer of rabbinic midrash we have, the tannaite texts of the first centuries of the Common Era and particularly the commentary on Exodus from this period, known as the Mekhilta. The thesis of this paper is that studying midrash on the background of these theoretical analyses of the functions of intertextuality and quotation in modern texts will provide a fruitful avenue for overcoming the strangeness of midrash without violating and reducing that very otherness.9 Midrash, it will be claimed, provides a particularly special and interesting case of the intersection between the intertextuality of the poetic text and the quotations of the critical text.
2 One of the most characteristic features of midrash is the way in which, as a rezding practice, it violates the context' of the texts being interpreted and cited. This is often cited as evidence for either the naivete or hermeneutic bad faith -of the rabbis; however, it is precisely the question of the power of context to determ:ne meaning that is at issue in contemporary theory. This power necessarily implies the continued presence of the author or, at any rate, the author's intention, in his text, which is exactly what is denied by contemporary philosophies of meaning such as Derrida's:10 By the same token, a written sign carries with it a force of breaking with its context, that is the set of presences which organize the moment 9. The full quotation I am paraphrasing here is from Bakhtin: "In the human sciences, accuracy consists in overcoming the other's strangeness without assimilating it wholly to oneself (all sorts of substitutions, modernizations, non-recognition of the stranger, etc.)" (Todorov:24). 10. Note that this denial goes much further than the denial of the "intentional fallacy," which privileges context, "the organic work" as a feature of the text determining meaning, while the grammatological perception explodes the borders of the work as being also implicated in the same fallacy. Moreover, when I said here, "such as Derrida's," this was meant very seriously. There is a growing recognition that many of his ideas are paralleled by the thinking of American analytic philosophers. Samuel Wheeler III of the University of Connecticut is doing some impressive work in this area. It seems to me, therefore, that those proponents of a philological interpretation which searches for certainty as to original meaning, intended by the author seem increasingly naive, while midrash looks more and more sophisticated as a hermeneutic model. In the Torah which is written, the verse seems to say only that the fulfillment of the Torah's commands is not beyond the reach of the human being:
For this commandment which I command you today is not too difficult for you or too remote. It is not in heaven, that one should say, Who will arise to the heaven, take it and make it heard that we might do it. And it is not over the sea, that one might say, Who will cross to the other side of the sea and take it for us, and make us hear it, that we might do it. Rather, the word [thing] is very close to you in your mouth and heart, to do it [Deut 30:11-14].
Without fanfare, R. Yehoshua uncovers radical new meaning in this verse, simply by reinscribing it in a new context. "It is not in heaven" does not mean only that the Torah is not beyond human reach but that it is beyond Divine reach, as it were. And God laughing with pleasure admits that R. Yehoshua, the faithful disciple, has indeed discovered a meaning which was given to Moses on Mt. Sinai, even though He Himself was not aware of it until now. "My children have defeated Me"; they have striven with Me and won. God laughed and, in that laugh, midrash was born.
However, present within the narrative is a commentary on itself, namely the sentences: R. Shim'on's move here is to place these "two utterances in juxtaposition" so that they "enter into a particular kind of semantic relation"-dialogue or intertextuality.
Meaning is released in this interaction of texts which neither text had on its own, in its own context. What is in Deuteronomy a poetic statement of the richness of the land becomes background for a high drama of cosmic intervention. What in Exodus reads as physical description of the events of the miracle comes to have an axiological significance unfelt in the original context. This miracle was so great it involved nothing less than a total restructuring of the universe. That meaning is already there in verses or rather between them, that is in the potential dialogue between them. It is neither imposed on the verses "from outside" nor does it lie behind them as "intention" but is revealed/created in their coming together-in the bringing together performed by the midrashist, R. Shim'on. What is the function, however, of R. Shim'on's "come and see how beloved is Israel before Him-Who-Spoke-And-TheWorld-Was?" This is clearly an assertion which is not "literally" there in the verses as they stand in their Biblical contexts. We sense here accordingly the disruptive factors in intertextuality. The stability of the Biblical text is somehow threatened. However, at the same time, this meaning emerges so powerfully from the interaction of this set of recontexted signifiers that it does seem to have always been there. Whether or not we wish to call this a misreading (indeed whether or not this term has any meaning), it is nevertheless so strong a reading that it has power to regenerate at the same time that it disrupts, which is indeed the claim we are making (in the wake of Rusinko) for intertextuality itself. This invitation to come and see is a rhetorical figure through which the meanings of the verses may be read in association.
If you will, it is a kind of generic pattern which enabled the midrashist, R. Shim'on, to cause the verses to speak with each other and a kind of axiological code, by which we can read the juxtaposition.
W.S. Towner has characterized this midrashic method as a "device for 'setting up' the scripture so that it can be seen and heard" ( 28. See also Hrushovski (11), who suggests that there is another unit of discourse, the "frame of refernce," or world the text projects. Working on that basis, Prof. Hrushovski suggests to me that we could say that the midrash, using the sentences of the Bible as signs, creates discourses with them which are defined by having new frames of reference. This is a more powerful formulaton than merely referring to context. 29. Rusinko (219, n. 3). Context is used by Rusinko/Lotman in the broad sense in which it is used in Russian literary theory, namely as the entire corpus of an author's works (at the very least). "Context" is accordingly equivalent, or nearly so, to Canon for midrash. Lest there be any confusion, these categories are not mutually exclusive. That is, a text can be both a syntagmatic performance of language and be about the paradigmatic plane of that language (or another). One need only think of a grammar book to realize this truth. Are the paradigms in such a book an example of selection or combination? Obviously both. Therefore, I can speak of the Written Torah as paradigmatic, the Oral Torah as syntagmatic and still have 'paradigmatic' as a sub-category of midrash.
It seems that the main difference between the quotation and the proverb consists of the difference in the systems to which the speaker relates when he interjects the text into the new context. All of the proverbs of one ethnic group comprise the proverb repertoire of that group. Each single proverb exists in the Saussurian langue aspect, that is, as a paradigmatic unit with the potential of being applied in parole, of being put to actual use. In quoting, on the other hand, the speaker refers to an already existing specific parole, which he applies to a new, intertextual parole. It is not possible to speak of a repertoire of quotations, since any text, poetic or non-poetic, regardless of formal, contentual or structural characteristics, may become a quotation (56).
However, this last statement is obviously not true of midrash, in which it is indeed possible to speak of a repertoire of quotations. The Biblical text, therefore, takes on a langue aspect, as well as being, of course, a parole. This point of view is only strengthened when we remember that the combination of verses into new discourse of midrash, at any rate, follows certain set patterns, of which the mashal is only one example, thus providing an elegant analogy for syntax at a level higher than the sentence and allowing sentences indeed to be conceived of as signs, which can be integrated at a higher level (pace Benveniste's definitions).30
The full meaning of a sign (never realizable, of course) is the exposure of all of the paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations into which it can enter. Just as the words of any language can be placed into new syntagmatic relations, so can the verses of the Bible. Accordingly, the re-citing of the sentences of the Bible in ever new paradigms and syntagms is interpretation. Let us come a bit closer to the hermeneutic structure of this text of R. Yehuda's. Specifically the question is: what is the role of "He made of it a mashal" and how does it relate to "This is a Scripture enriched from many places?" What is the nexus of these two forms here? Let us begin by questioning "mashal" itself. The term translates as "likeness" in English, a translation expanded as well by the phrase "to what is the matter similar?" in the introduction formula to the midrashic mashal. This fact and the apparent similarities between these midrashic texts and parables of the Gospel have led to the translation "parable" for these as well.31 In fact, the structure of signification in the Gospel parables is very much at issue among Gospel scholars-an issue far beyond the scope of this essay-but by all accounts it is a narrative placed beside a That is not what is happening here. The parable does not stand beside the concrete situation but creates it or allows it to be created. The story itself did not exist before the parable; it is enfolded in the parable. A similar structure of figuration has been exposed by Louis Marin in a parable of Pascal's:
The function of the parabolic narrative therefore appears through an ambiguity which gives it great practical efficacy: the parable designates in its fiction a real narrative ( The mashal is thus reduced to a narrative pattern,32 a syntactic structure, meaningful only when the elements of the real story are present and which in turn endows them with meaning. In short and perhaps more clearly, what I am suggesting is that mashal in this usage common in midrash is a figure within which verses can be read together as a story, encoded into a narrative but the meaning is not revealed in the translation of the story to a secondary level of meaning but rather in the interaction of the verses within the narrative structure. A parable is a narrative which stands beside; a mashal is a narrative pattern which enables the recontexting of verses. There is, therefore, no ultimate difference between this text of R. Yehuda's and the previous one of R. Shim'on's. Both employ set structures to frame the reading-together of verses. Both understand the verse through their interaction within the frame and both are completely new readings yet also already there in the Text. Both illustrate the disruption and regeneration given to intertextuality.
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The examples I have presented here are just two forms among many of the available ones for midrashic intertextual reading.
32. For fuller discussion of this text see Boyarin.
